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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Bakersfield City School District (“District”) received a petition from CAAT Charter on
January 18, 2022. The Board heard from the authors of the petition (“Petitioners”) and its
supporters at the February 22, 2022, Board meeting during the public hearing for the petition.
On March 7, 2022 the District posted a report identifying factual findings and concerns related
to the petition. Subsequently, the petition was withdrawn by the Petitioners on March 18,
2022. The January 18, 2022 petition is referred to as the “original petition or “petition.”
On March 23, 2022, the Petitioners indicated through an email to the District Superintendent
and Governing Board their intent to re-submit the charter petition. On April 7, 2022 the
Superintendent offered via email the names and email contact information for District staff
should the Petitioners have any questions or need information to address the original findings
of fact. The District subsequently received a revised petition on June 1, 2022 which is referred
to as the “Petition” or “Revised Petition”
II.

STANDARD FOR REVIEW OF CHARTER PETITION

In accordance with Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(1)-(8), the governing board of the school district
shall not deny a petition for the establishment of a charter school unless it makes written
findings, specific to the particular petition, setting forth specific facts to support one or more
of the following:
(1)
The charter school presents an unsound educational program for the pupils to
be enrolled in the charter school.
(2)
The petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the
program set forth in the petition.
(3)
(4)
by statute.

The petition does not contain the number of signatures required by statute.
The petition does not contain an affirmation of each of the conditions required

(5)
The petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of the
required elements of a charter petition.
(6)
The petition does not contain a declaration of whether or not the charter school
shall be deemed the exclusive public employer of the employees of the charter school for
purposes of Chapter 10.7 (commencing with Section 3540) of Division 4 of Title 1 of the
Government Code.
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(7)
The charter school is demonstrably unlikely to serve the interests of the entire
community in which the school is proposing to locate. Analysis of this finding shall include
consideration of the fiscal impact of the proposed charter school. A written factual finding
under this paragraph shall detail specific facts and circumstances that analyze and consider
the following factors:
(A)
The extent to which the proposed charter school would substantially
undermine existing services, academic offerings, or programmatic offerings.
(B)
Whether the proposed charter school would duplicate a program
currently offered within the school district and the existing program has sufficient capacity for
the pupils proposed to be served within reasonable proximity to where the charter school
intends to locate.
(8)
The school district is not positioned to absorb the fiscal impact of the proposed
charter school. A school district satisfies this paragraph if it has a qualified interim certification
pursuant to Section 42131 and the county superintendent of schools, in consultation with the
County Office Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team, certifies that approving the
charter school would result in the school district having a negative interim certification
pursuant to Section 42131, has a negative interim certification pursuant to Section 42131, or
is under state receivership. Charter schools proposed in a school district satisfying one of
these conditions shall be subject to a rebuttable presumption of denial.
In addition to the above considerations, the review and analysis of the Petition was guided
by the regulations promulgated by the California State Board of Education (“SBE”) for the
SBE’s evaluation of charter petitions (Cal. Code Regs, tit. 5, § 11967.5 et seq.
(“Regulations”).)
III.

STAFF REVIEW TEAM

A team of District staff members and legal counsel conducted a comprehensive review of the
Petition and documents submitted with the Petition, and provided input relevant to their areas
of expertise in preparation of the findings and recommendation in this Staff Report. District
legal counsel also provided input with regard to compliance.
IV.

FINDINGS IN SUPPORT OF DENIAL OF THE REVISED PETITION

After reviewing the revisions made to the original petition, the District staff carefully reviewed
the Revised Petition in accordance with Education Code criteria, using SBE regulations as
guidance. Review and analysis of the Petition resulted in the following findings:
(A) The charter school presents an unsound educational program for the pupils to be
enrolled in the charter school.
(B) The petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program
set forth in the petition.
(C) The petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of all of the
required elements.
(D) The charter school is demonstrably unlikely to serve the interests of the entire
community in which the school is proposing to locate.
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(E) The Petition is not supported by the requisite number of teacher signatures.
In order to clearly identify, and honor, the revisions made by the Petitioners to the original
petition, this section of the report contains: a) the written factual findings and concerns from
the original report dated March 7, 2022; b) reviews of any updates made by the Petitioners
to the petition to either address or clarify elements from the March 7, 2022 report; as well as
c) any findings of fact based on newly added material to the petition. To ensure clarity, the
original findings and facts are marked as “Original Finding” or “Original Facts to Support the
Finding” and then followed by updated findings marked as “Finding” or “Facts to Support the
Finding.” In order to distinguish them from the updated findings of fact or new findings of
facts, original findings are presented in italics and specific elements are either marked
“resolved,” “partially resolved,” or “unresolved.”
The analysis and factual findings are set forth below:
A. The Petition Presents An Unsound Education Program For The Pupils To Be
Enrolled In The Charter School
In determining whether a charter school presents an unsound educational program for the
pupils to be enrolled, the Board may consider whether:
•
•

The program involves activities that the Board determines would present the likelihood of
physical, educational, or psychological harm to the affected pupils; or,
The program is not to be likely to be of educational benefit to the pupils who attend.

District staff has serious concerns regarding the proposed program and believes the
deficiencies in the program will not be of educational benefit to the pupils and may cause
psychological harm to pupils including those that are English language learners and those
with disabilities.
Original Finding: The petition presents an unsound education program for English
Learners.
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
The petition fails to adequately describe details related to the services and programs for
English Learners. This includes the following concerns which support a conclusion that the
program is unsound for English Learner pupils:
• Based on enrollment projections, CAAT is expected to enroll more than 21 English
Learners. There is no mention in the CAAT charter petition of the procedures to establish
an English Learner Advisory Committee (ELAC) to allow for parent input and feedback
related to services for English Learners. Resolved
• While there is mention of the Home Language Survey “HLS”, one is not provided within
the petition. Partially Resolved
• Reclassification for English Learners is mentioned, but specific criteria are not identified.
Instead, reclassification is mentioned in general terms. Partially Resolved
• The petition states that English Learners will be sheltered and receive integrated
instruction. On page 40 of the petition, it states, “Designated ELD instruction takes place
during the literacy period, when EL pupils are leveled by English fluency and provided with
explicit ELD instruction by a credentialed teacher in small group.” In accordance with the
2021-22 English Learner Program Instrument, published by the California Department of
Education, “(a) Designated ELD means instruction provided during a time set aside in the
regular school day for focused instruction on the state-adopted ELD standards to assist
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•

English Learners to develop critical English language skills necessary for academic content
learning in English (5 CCR Section 11300 [a]).” Designated ELD instruction that takes
place during the literacy period, as identified within the petition, is not a “time set aside”
in the regular school day for focused instruction on the state-adopted ELD standards and
fails to meet the statutory requirements within the California Code of Regulations identified
above. Unresolved
The petition also fails to identify Designated ELD instructional minutes. Unresolved

Finding 1: The Petition Presents an Unsound Educational Program for English
Learners
Facts to Support the Finding:
The Petitioners made several revisions to address the original findings of fact which include:
•
•
•
•
•

ELAC establishment procedures and tasks identified on page 110.
The California Department of Education (“CDE”) HLS Form, written in English, in Appendix
L.
Reclassification criteria identified in Appendix I.
Addition of “Designated ELD” section beginning on page 66 which includes associated
minutes.
Inclusion of “Designated ELD” on the instructional schedules in Appendix C.

While some of the new material included within the Petition resolve original findings in part,
the program still lacks elements needed to be considered a sound educational program. This
includes the following concerns which support a conclusion that the program is unsound for
English Learner pupils:
•
•

•

While the Petition contains the CDE’s HLS, it is included only in English. The HLS should
minimally be translated into Spanish in addition to English, given the population that CAAT
intends to serve.
The monitoring criteria listed on page 70 identifies that “reclassified students are
monitored (See Appendix I) for at least two years to ensure their continued ability to
achieve mastery of CCSS English Language Arts Standards and to provide additional
support, if needed.” This does not meet the statutory requirement for monitoring. The
requirement under Title 20, United States Code Section 6841(a)(4)(5) and Title 5,
California Code of Regulations Section 11304 is that reclassified students must be
monitored for a minimum of four years to ensure correct classification, placement, and
additional academic support, as needed.
The petition states on page 65, “The CAAT instructional model provides developmental
access to core curriculum through modifications designed to make instruction accessible
to an English Learner at any point in development.” The 2014 English Language
Arts/English Language Development Framework (ELA/ELD Framework) indicates that
teachers have a dual responsibility to teach ELs: “One is to ensure that all ELs have full
access to grade-level curricula in all content areas, and the second is to ensure that ELs
simultaneously develop the advanced levels of English necessary for success with
academic tasks and texts in those content areas. English language development (ELD)
instruction is but one necessary component of a comprehensive instructional program for
ELs that fulfills this dual responsibility” (ELA/ELD Framework, p. 104). This is particularly
concerning as the words “developmental access” do not reflect the requirements within
the framework and imply CAAT would not utilize scaffolding and other strategies so
students can access grade level curriculum.
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•

•

The petition further states that “ELL students will be served through full inclusion in the
classroom with small group and individual customization within each learning block,
tutoring during Genius Hour as needed to support language development, and leveled
designated ELD instruction during the Literacy Block.” Title 5, California Code of
Regulations Section 11300 (a) states specifically that “Designated ELD means instruction
provided during a time set aside in the regular school day for focus instruction on the
state-adopted ELD standards.” This demonstrates the Petitioners lack of understanding of
requirements related to providing services to English Learners.
The petition identifies on page 72 that “Structurally, Central Academy of Arts and
Technology will run a full-inclusion program for our ELL students. ELL students will be
immersed in English with the Spanish language support they need to learn the language
and develop the grammatical framework and vocabulary needed to begin developing as
readers and writers.” A “full-inclusion program,” as identified by the Petitioners, does not
meet the statutory requirements to provide a “structured English immersion program” in
accordance with Education Code Sections 305 (a)(2) and 306 (c)(3). This is also not in
alignment with the subsequent sentence offered by the Petitioners, which mentions
“students will be immersed in English with the Spanish language support.” This factually
demonstrates that the Petitioners do not have an understanding of instructional program
requirements for English Learners in order to offer a sound program.

Likewise, the Petition contains other misaligned program elements related to ELD. On pages
66-67, the petition states:
“Designated ELD will occur during two blocks during a student’s day at
CAAT. The focus standards for each of the two blocks are outlined in the
table Designated ELD Focus Standards.
1. “EL students will participate in a daily language spiral during,
which addresses the ELD standards and correlated CA CCSS during
their ELA block. Students spend 20 minutes daily reviewing language
standards in small groups, grouped by language proficiency.”
2. “Students will be leveled for reading and writing instruction,
grouped by language proficiency level, for at least 30 minutes per
day during the Literacy Block and receive designated ELD instruction
during this time.”
Then on page 67 in the Designated ELD Focus Standards table it states: “Language Spiral (20
minutes 4 times a week)” and “Leveled Reading and Writing (45 minutes 5 times a week).”
This discrepancy in minutes by week for Designated ELD illustrates a lack of understanding of
ELD instruction by the Petitioners.
•

•

Appendix C provides an instructional schedule in which Designated ELD is not identified
as a “time set aside” as required. Instead, Designated ELD is identified within the Reading
block on Monday - Thursday and during Genius Hour on Fridays. Title 5, California Code
of Regulations Section 11300 (a) states specifically that “Designated ELD means
instruction provided during a time set aside in the regular school day for focus instruction
on the state-adopted ELD standards.” This further demonstrates the Petitioners’ lack of
understanding of requirements related to providing services to English Learners.
On page 71 the petition states that “Although it is difficult to categorize a student into a
single English Language Development stage, they are helpful for thinking about the
different scaffolding necessary to provide for students who are at the ‘Beginning’, ‘Early
Intermediate’, ‘Intermediate’, ‘Early Advanced’, and ‘Advanced’ stages during lesson
planning.” The California English Language Development Standards and the English
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•

Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC) do not use the above-mentioned
proficiency levels. The California English Language Development Standards identifies in
its 2012 revision that proficiency levels are made up of three stages - Emerging,
Expanding and Bridging. Within those proficiency levels, the ELPAC performance level
descriptors, established in 2018, represent four distinct levels: minimally developed,
somewhat developed, moderately developed, and well developed.
The fact that the Petitioners are using language from the outdated California English
Language Development Test (CELDT) demonstrates they do not have the requisite
experience or ability to provide a sound program to meet the needs of English Learners.

These factual findings demonstrate that the program lacks educational benefit to English
Language Learners.
Original Finding: The petition presents an unsound education program for Students
with Disabilities:
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
The petition fails to adequately describe details related to the services and programs for
students with disabilities. This includes the following concerns which support a conclusion that
the program is unsound for students with disabilities:
•

•

•
•
•

•

The petition fails to outline how CAAT will support Special Education pupils. Instead, the
petition indicates that CAAT would enter into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to
outline the “specific manner in which special education and related services will be
provided and funded.” Unresolved
The petition identifies on page 64 the preference of the Petitioners that the District hire,
train, and employ “site staff” indicating either a lack of expertise and knowledge of Special
Education instructional support and services, or an unwillingness to provide them. Had
either of these existed, a different preference would have been identified by the
Petitioners. Partially Resolved
Lack of expertise or knowledge of Special Education instructional support and services is
further demonstrated by the absence of any mention of educating pupils in their least
restrictive environment. Resolved
The petition only mentions procedural topics related to Special Education (e.g.,
Identification and Referral, Staffing, Due Process Hearings, etc.) and contains no detail on
instruction. Unresolved
The petition defers all Special Education details, responsibilities, and provision of services
to the District with no clear demonstrable understanding of school responsibilities in
programs and supports based on the District’s status as a Single District Special Education
Local Plan Area (SELPA). Unresolved
The petition fails to describe any instructional program at all for Special Education pupils.
Unresolved

Finding 2: The Petition Presents an Unsound Educational Program for Students with
Disabilities
Facts to Support the Finding:
The Petitioners made several revisions to address the original findings of fact, which include:
•

The addition of a statement promising that students with an IEP receive service in “the
least restrictive environment” (page 11).
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•
•
•
•

Clarification on page 77 that “the Charter School administers its core curriculum so that
students receiving special education services have the same opportunity as all other
students to master core content.”
Statements that the Petitioners will seek membership in the El Dorado County Charter
SELPA (introductory letter along with pages 74 & 76).
Statement that CAAT “will be responsible for the hiring, training, and employment of
itinerant staff necessary to provide special education services.”
The addition of Appendix J containing the complete listing of special education policies and
procedures from the El Dorado County Office of Education SELPA.

Despite the revisions, the program still lacks elements needed to be considered a sound
educational program for Students with Disabilities including the following:
•

•
•

•

•

•

The Petitioners still identify on page 76 that “the specific manner in which special
education and related services will be provided and funded shall be set forth in a
Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”)” and that any of the language that follows within
the petition is not binding. Furthermore, while the revision now includes the phrase “least
restrictive environment,” and a statement that the school will administer its core
curriculum so that students receiving special education services have the same
opportunity to master core content as other students, there is no specificity of how that
will occur. As with the previously submitted petition, the sufficient detail needed to
describe the special education program remains deferred to be determined later in an
MOU with either the District or a SELPA.
The Petitioners are also demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set
forth in the petition. This is evidenced by the following concerns:
Appendix J of the revised petition does not contain the policies of the El Dorado County
Charter SELPA, but instead contain the policies of the El Dorado County Office of Education
SELPA. These are two distinctly different organizations with different policies and
procedures. Given that a simple Google search for “El Dorado Charter SELPA policies and
procedures PDF” lists the most recent policies and procedures of the correct SELPA
organization, this suggests that the Petitioners have a concerning lack of understanding
of Special Education delivery of services and a demonstrable inability to successfully
implement any special education program.
On June 7th, District staff reached out to the El Dorado Charter SELPA to inquire as to
whether the Petitioners had inquired regarding application for membership. District staff
were informed by the SELPA that the Petitioners had not inquired, as of June 7th,
regarding membership. Had the Petitioners contacted the El Dorado Charter SELPA, they
could have obtained a copy of the correct policies and procedures.
It is inadequate to state the intent to join a SELPA as Petitioners must provide the statutory
assurances and demonstrate that they are considered a good candidate for membership
such as by a letter from the SELPA. Absent SELPA membership, the Petitioners cannot
comply with the terms of the proposed charter.
A further concern is the ability for the Petitioners to successfully obtain designated
instructional services (“DIS”). There is a significant shortage of credentialed specialists in
many disciplines county wide. All available Physical Therapists, Adaptive Physical
Education coaches, Vision Specialists, Braille teachers, Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Specialists, Audiologists, ASL Interpreters, Orthopedically Impaired Specialists, and
Orientation and Mobility Specialists are currently under contract with one of the five
SELPAs that already exist in Kern County. Moreover, MOUs have been developed between
the five Kern County SELPAs to share the cost of some of these providers, so they may
provide services to students from multiple LEAs. The El Dorado Charter SELPA currently
has roughly 430 members, none of which are located near the greater Bakersfield area.
The nearest member charter is located in Frazier Park. Given the lack of experience
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•

supporting charter schools in the regional area, as well as the lack of providers for DIS
services, it is again, unlikely that Petitioners will be able to successfully implement DIS
services for students on an IEP.
On April 7, 2022 the District Superintendent offered via email the names and email contact
information of District staff should the Petitioners have any questions or need information
to address the original findings of fact. As of the date of this report, the Petitioners have
not attempted to contact any District staff. This failure to reach out for support to obtain
accurate information further demonstrates the Petitioners are unlikely to successfully
implement the program for all students, including those with disabilities.

These factual findings demonstrate that the program lacks educational benefit for Students
with Disabilities.
Original Finding: The petition presents an unsound educational program plan for
Socio-Economically Disadvantaged Students.
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
The petition fails to adequately describe details related to the services and programs for SocioEconomically Disadvantaged pupils. This includes the following concerns which support a
conclusion that the program is unsound for Economically Disadvantaged pupils:
•

•

•
•
•

The petition contains a one paragraph plan on page 55 which refers to “middle and high
school” pupils, but fails to mention elementary pupils. As such, there is no identified
program to specifically address Economically Disadvantaged primary and intermediate
grade pupils, which are estimated to comprise 87% of the total enrollment for the initial
operation of the charter school. Resolved
The petition states CAAT holds the belief that “absence of consistent, publicly accessible
arts and technical education effectively prevents talented but less privileged pupils from
accessing the type of advanced training shown to be effective in expanding pupils’ postsecondary options” yet fails to describe the advanced training it will provide or cite
research related to such claims. Unresolved
Within the paragraph there is no acknowledgement of environmental conditions (e.g., lack
of transportation, homelessness, etc.) which present daily challenges to accessing
educational opportunities for many Economically Disadvantaged pupils. Unresolved
The petition states CAAT “levels the playing field” and uses vague phrases such as
“promotes high-level inquiry and enrichment” and “proactive in providing maximum
support” as the plan for assisting the Economically Disadvantaged. Resolved
The section ends with a sentence that academic counseling and additional conferences
with the family will be scheduled as needed for the sole identified purpose of ensuring the
student “attend extended learning sessions.” No other purpose or function of such sessions
is included. In addition, a job description for an academic counselor is not included in the
petition. Partially Resolved

Finding 3: The Petition Presents an Unsound Educational Program for SocioEconomically Disadvantaged Students
The revisions address most of the concerns expressed regarding an unsound program for
Socio-Economically Disadvantaged students, but not all. The program still lacks elements
needed to be considered a sound educational program for Socio-Economically Disadvantaged
Students.
Facts to Support the Finding:
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The Petition fails to adequately address several issues related to serving socio-economically
disadvantaged students and the program remains vague and with barriers to access:
The Petitioners identify on page 64 the following specific supports that are of educational
benefit for Economically Disadvantaged students:
•
•
•
•
•

A focus on social emotional learning using the “teaching of Cardinal Virtues, holding
Morning Meetings and Friday Gatherings” provides specific examples of what will be taught
and how.
Specific examples of restorative practices being taught through the “Getting Along
Together” curriculum to address executive functioning and build positive relationship
skills.
The addition of the Success for All curriculum for language arts.
References to a culture of shared accountability and high expectations with specific links
to student personal learning plans, celebrating success, and monitoring progress.
The petition also contains references in several locations to “Genius Hour,” “small group
instruction,” “tutoring,” “Universal Design for Learning (UDL),”and “Multi-tiered System of
Supports” which all would provide educational benefit to Economically Disadvantaged
students. Under the section identified as “Key Instructional Strategies” beginning on page
52 the petition identifies four pages of instructional strategies that would be of benefit to
Economically Disadvantaged students and that “all teachers will be trained and supported
in.”

While some of this new material addresses some of the original finding(s), it remains that the
program does not provide a sound educational program for socio-economically disadvantaged
students. This includes the following concerns:
•

•

•

While the Petition now includes a list of academic programming, there remains no
acknowledgement of environmental conditions (e.g., lack of transportation,
homelessness, etc.) which present daily challenges to accessing educational opportunities
for many Economically Disadvantaged pupils and any direct support to address needs. The
budget identifies money set aside for “Certificated Pupil Support Services.”
The budget narrative in Appendix F identifies a “Counselor” position. However, the job
description section of the Petition does not contain any support positions for students. A
“Family Liaison” position is mentioned in Appendix F, but again no job description is
contained within the Petition to understand if this is student academic support or
recruitment.
The Petition continues to reference “extended learning sessions available in all subjects,”
but with no further clarity as to how extended sessions are scheduled and who provides
services during these sessions.

The Petition/program is not articulated to reflect an understanding of the needs of students
and to reduce the barriers to accessing their education. These factual findings demonstrate
that the program lacks educational benefit to socio-economically disadvantaged students.
B. The Petitioners are Demonstrably Unlikely to Successfully Implement the
Program. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(2).)
In determining whether petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to succeed in implementing
their educational program, the Regulations suggest consideration of, among other items:
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•
•
•
•

Whether the petitioners have a past unsuccessful history of involvement in charter schools
or other education agencies.
Whether petitioners are unfamiliar with the content of the Petition or the requirements of
law that would apply to the proposed Charter School.
Whether the petitioners personally have the necessary background in areas critical to the
Charter School's success or a plan to secure the services of individuals who have the
necessary background in these areas.
Whether petitioners have presented an unrealistic financial and operational plan for the
proposed Charter School, including:
o
o

o
o

An administrative services structure that reflects an understanding of school business
practices and expertise to carry out the necessary administrative services, or a
reasonable plan and timeline to develop and assemble such practices and expertise.
The adequacy and reasonableness of the operational budget, start-up costs, and cash
flow, and financial projections for the first three years of operation, including
reasonable estimates of all anticipated revenues and expenditures necessary to
operate the school, including, but not limited to, special education, which is based,
when possible, on historical data from schools or school districts of a similar type, size,
and location.
A budget that, in its totality, appears viable and over a period of no less than two years
of operations provides for the amassing of a reserve equivalent to that required by law
for a school district of similar size to the proposed Charter School.
In the area of facilities, a description of the types and potential locations of facilities
needed to operate the size and scope of the educational program proposed in the
Petition, including evidence of the type and projected cost of the facilities that may be
available in the location of the proposed Charter School, as well as reasonable costs
for the acquisition or leasing of facilities to house the Charter School, taking into
account the facilities the Charter School may be allocated under the provisions of
Education Code section 47614.

Based on the following findings, and other deficiencies identified in other portions of this Staff
Report, the petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set
forth in the Petition:
Original Finding: Petitioners demonstrate a lack of understanding of community,
school and district demographics and conditions, making successful implementation
of the program unlikely.
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
The petition repeatedly references Downtown Elementary school in its Introduction section,
stating the school “operates much like a charter school” and as the “highest performing school
in BCSD.” The petition states that “BCSD families who are seeking an alternative to their
neighborhood school have turned to Downtown Elementary” and that no alternative school
choices exist for “families in the highest needs areas.” As explained, the District currently
offers several choice options for families. Families may submit an intradistrict permit to attend
any of the District’s schools. In addition, the District offers specialized choice options for GATE
and Dual Language Education. The District offers several permit windows throughout the year.
Most notably, the December window virtually guarantees all permit applicants of their school
of preference, with the exception of Downtown Elementary due to having a separate permit
window.
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Downtown Elementary is not a charter school, nor does it operate as one. The sole similarity
to a charter is that the school operates without an attendance boundary, and enrollment is
controlled via a lottery based on priorities identified in Board Policy. The main difference
between Downtown and other District schools is the demographic makeup and the
requirement that families must provide their own transportation to attend the school.
Downtown, as indicated within the petition, currently has the lowest Economically
Disadvantaged (30.1%) and English Learner (1.9%) rates among District schools. While
Downtown Elementary is currently a school of choice available to all families within the
District, a prominent barrier to enrollment and attendance at Downtown is a family's ability
to provide transportation to and from school. Lack of transportation is a common concern
within BCSD for the Economically Disadvantaged and English Learner families, particularly as
it relates to accessing supplemental programs, school choice, and school attendance.
Whereas transportation challenges could be mitigated by attracting pupils within walking
distance of the proposed charter school, the location of CAAT makes walking to school
generally unsafe. The Downtown business area is bordered by traffic heavy streets. The
Longfellow attendance area, the target area for recruitment, is not within safe walking
distance and is separated by Union Avenue, Highway 204 and Highway 178. Published in the
Fall of 2021, the Smart Growth America: Dangerous by Design report, which rates how
dangerous it is for people to walk in a city, identified Bakersfield as the second most dangerous
city in the United States for pedestrians.
Given that the Petitioners wish to model their enrollment process closely to that of Downtown
Elementary, CAAT’s proposed location is blocks from Downtown Elementary, and since the
Petitioners do not plan to offer any transportation-related services, CAAT will be unlikely to
draw English Learner pupils or Economically Disadvantaged pupils and instead will draw
demographics, which have ample transportation resources or work in the downtown area,
similar to that of Downtown Elementary. This is acknowledged to some degree by the
Petitioners as the petition lists, on page 23, all schools within the District in alphabetical order
with the exception of Downtown Elementary, which it lists first on the list. This, among other
issues, would make it highly unlikely to meet the requirements of Education Code Section
47605(c)(5)(G) which requires “the means by which the charter school will achieve a balance
of racial and ethnic pupils, special education pupils, and English learner pupils… that is
reflective of the general population residing within the territorial jurisdiction of the district.”
The inability to adequately identify key barriers to school attendance, and include an adequate
plan to address such barriers, makes the Petitioners demonstrably unlikely to successfully
implement the program set forth in the petition as described. Likewise, the absence of key
details contained in the English Learner, Special Education, and Economically Disadvantaged
sections of the petition, as outlined in section one of this report, illustrate the Petitioners are
unprepared for addressing the instructional needs of the students they intend to serve.
Further, staff recruitment and retention concerns identified in section three of this report
underscores whether the Petitioners understand the local human capital conditions well
enough to maintain a highly qualified staff capable of implementing the program contained
within the petition. Unresolved
Finding 4: Petitioners continue to demonstrate a lack of understanding of
community, school and district demographics and conditions, making successful
implementation of the program unlikely. Petitioners also demonstrate a lack of
understanding of professional development and program implementation, making
successful implementation of the program unlikely.
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Facts to Support the Finding:
The revised Petition no longer contains overt references to “Downtown School.” However, the
design for admission into the school and its location in proximity, make the school very much
akin to Downtown School. As such, the remaining aspects of the facts supporting the original
finding remain. As stated here and in other facts in this Report, while Petitioners intend to
mirror the Downtown School program, they have not accounted for the impacts this will cause
to their program as well as to the District’s established program within the meaning of
Education Code section 47605(c)(7). For these reasons, the Petitioners are demonstrably
unlikely to successfully implement the promised program.
•

•

The location of CAAT makes walking to school generally unsafe. Since the Petitioners do
not plan to offer any transportation-related services, CAAT will be unlikely able to draw
English Learner pupils or Economically Disadvantaged pupils and instead will draw
demographics, which have ample transportation resources or work in the downtown area,
similar to that of Downtown Elementary. Further, the lack of a sound program for English
Learners is also problematic as a deficient program means that students will not seek it
out, again undermining the ability to draw upon demographics reflective of the District as
required by statute.
In addition, the Community Interest section on page 19 has been revised and now states
“For Bakersfield families who cannot afford private school and who have limited resources,
there is no alternative to the neighborhood school” implying that the community interest
is generated by those who want to attend a private school but do not have the money to
do so. This sentiment was echoed by one of LinkED’s founding Board Members during the
public comments section of the June 14th BCSD Board Meeting. This, in addition to the
previously identified findings, illustrates that the Petitioners demonstrate a lack of
understanding of community, school, and district demographics and conditions, and are
not seeking to enroll students that mirror the District’s demographic, making successful
implementation of the program unlikely.

In addition to the original finding, the Petitioners also demonstrate a lack of understanding of
professional development and program implementation that is essential to successful
implementation. This is evidenced by the following factual concerns:
•

•

•

The enrollment plan identifies an enrollment of approximately 15 students in a transitional
kindergarten (“TK”) classroom. This is problematic from an implementation standpoint, as
TK classrooms must maintain a ratio of one adult to 12 students. Enrolling more than 12
students would require two adults to be present in the classroom. This is not accounted
for directly in the petition.
The Petition has identified numerous curriculum, assessment and instructional strategies
across multiple domains of content for teacher implementation at CAAT. These include
Success for All, Direct Instruction, Universal Design for Learning, Project GLAD, iReady,
ST Math, Aleks, Whole Brain Teaching, Teach like a Champion, Thinking Maps, Cooperative
Learning, Kate Kinsella and Susana Dutro Language Frames, RACE/BASE, PLCs, Six Trait
Writing, NewsELA, Achievement First Math, LLI Reading Intervention, Understanding by
Design, Getting Along Together, Positive Action, Fountas and Pinnell Benchmark
Assessment System, and Acaidence among others. Every single one of these areas needs
professional development and coaching in order to be effectively implemented. Some of
these topics require multiple days of training before they can successfully be implemented.
The petition is written as if all of these initiatives will occur in year one.
In addition, the petition outlines roughly 50 days of professional development on page 52
in addition to the professional development that would be needed to implement the above
listed curriculum:
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o
o
o

“The Success for All foundation will provide at least 20 days of on-site
professional development and data driven teacher meetings focused on literacy
for low-income and ELL students.”
“The California literacy and Reading Project at LMU to deliver 10 professional
development sessions to teachers focused on literacy, equity, and standards
based instruction.”
“To support math instruction, 20 days of professional development and data
driven meetings will be facilitated through partnerships with the California
Mathematics Project, CSUB, and the Kern County Office of Education.”

Given that CAAT intends to operate a traditional school calendar of at least 175 days, this
would mean that a teacher would either need to be released to attend professional
development and leave students to be taught by a substitute, or the teacher would need to
work an additional 50 days past the school year. The Petition references on page 58 “we will
use summer months and intersession weeks to set the stage for new areas of focus for
departments and grade spans,” then goes on to describe even more topics that will be
assigned based on the knowledge of the teacher. Then in the next paragraph, the Petition
states the administration will plan each individual teacher's professional development and
deliver it during intersession weeks via an online delivery system, even though no intersession
calendar is identified anywhere in the petition. Still another professional development
modality identified is “three-way coaching” on page 57 in which substitutes will relieve
teachers to observe other teachers. Still another is a separate observation and feedback cycle
in which, every week, each teacher will receive two action items to implement by the following
week. The amount of professional development, feedback cycles, data meetings and coaching
begs the question as to when teachers will actually be teaching students the core curriculum.
Importantly, the budget included in Appendix F includes money for consultants and
professional development, but there is no information as to how the numerous amounts of
professional development will be scheduled in relation to the work year. In short, it is not
feasible to expect that the professional learning and myriad of instructional elements will be
implemented in year one. Nor for the amount included in the budget.
Lastly, the petition does not account for how training would be replicated year over year given
that new teachers would need to be hired as the school grows with its enrollment projections.
This lack of detailed planning illustrates that the Petitioners are not likely to be able to
implement the described instructional program.
Finding 5: Findings 1 through 3, with the factual support for each, are incorporated
by this reference to support the conclusion that Petitioners are demonstrably
unlikely to successfully implement the program promised in the Petition.
C. The Petition Does Not Contain Reasonably Comprehensive Descriptions of All
Required Charter Elements (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5).)
Education Code section 47605, subdivision (c)(5)(A)-(O), requires a charter petition to include
“reasonably comprehensive” descriptions of 15 elements of the proposed Charter School. Per
the Regulations, a “reasonably comprehensive” description required by Education Code
section 47605(c)(5) should include, but not be limited to, information that:
•
•

Is substantive and is not, for example, a listing of topics with little elaboration.
For elements that have multiple aspects, addresses essentially all aspects of the elements,
not just selected aspects.
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•
•

Is specific to the charter petition being proposed, not to charter schools or charter petitions
generally.
Describes, as applicable among the different elements, how the charter school will:
o
o
o
o
o

Improve pupil learning.
Increase learning opportunities for its pupils, particularly pupils who have been
identified as academically low achieving.
Provide parents, guardians, and pupils with expanded educational opportunities.
Hold itself accountable for measurable, performance-based pupil outcomes.
Provide vigorous competition with other public school options available to parents,
guardians, and students.

(Regulations § 11967.5.1(g).)
The Petition does not provide reasonably comprehensive descriptions of the following
elements for reasons including those identified below. Facts to support the finding from the
original report are included in italics below under each element followed by the updated
findings of fact.
Original Finding: The petition fails to provide a reasonably comprehensive
description of required program elements.
Finding 6: The Petition Continues To Fail To Provide a Reasonably Comprehensive
Description of Required Program Elements
Element 1 – Educational Program
Education Code Section 47605 (“Statute”) requires a petition to contain a reasonably
comprehensive description of the educational program of the school including, but not
limited to, a description of the following: the charter school’s target student population,
including, at a minimum, grade levels; approximate numbers of pupils, and specific
educational interests, backgrounds, or challenges; the charter school’s mission statement
with which all elements and programs of the school are in alignment and which conveys the
petitioners’ definition of an educated person in the 21st century; belief of how learning best
occurs; goals consistent with enabling pupils to become or remain self-motivated,
competent, and lifelong learners; the instructional approach of the charter school; the basic
learning environment or environments; the curriculum and teaching methods that will
enable the school’s students to meet state standards; how the charter school will identify
and respond to the needs of pupils who are not achieving at or above expected levels; how
the charter school will meet the needs of student with disabilities, English learners, students
achieving substantially above or below grade level expectations; and the charter school’s
special education plan, to include the means by which the charter school will comply with
the provisions of Education Code section 47641; the process to be used to identify students
who may qualify for special education programs and services; how the charter school will
provide or access special education programs and services; the charter school's
understanding of its responsibilities under law for special education pupils; and how the
school intends to meet those responsibilities. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5)(A).)
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
The educational program of the charter school with respect to English Learners, Special
Education, and Economically Disadvantaged pupils is not reasonably comprehensive. Evidence
supporting the finding is located in section one of this report.
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In addition, elements of the petition fail to align, provide comprehensive descriptions, or are
not included. For example, the mathematics program identified in the narrative on page 43
(“Bridges”) is not the program identified in the planned curriculum summary on page 49
(“Achievement First Mathematics”). The plan for students who are academically lowachieving identifies a plan listed in Appendix K. No such appendix was included with the
petition. The plan identified to meet the needs of high achieving students is vague. The term
“identified gifted” is mentioned without any specification as to the method of determining the
student is high achieving or gifted.
Facts to Support the Finding:
The Petition does not contain a reasonably comprehensive description of the Charter School’s
educational program, based on findings including the following:
The educational program of the charter school with respect to English Learners, Special
Education, and Economically Disadvantaged pupils is not reasonably comprehensive. While
the revised petition includes additions intended to provide clarity with respect to required
elements of the instructional program for English Learners, Special Education, and
Economically Disadvantaged pupils, material deficiencies still exist. Findings 1 through 3
support this Finding and are incorporated herein by this reference.
A-G. While the Petition states the high school course will be A-G approved, there is no
explanation as to how this will be accomplished. There is reference to “dual enrollment” but
there is no information as to a dual enrollment program or where the dual enrollment would
occur, yet this appears integral to meeting A-G. Generally, the high school grades program is
undeveloped.
Inadequate Credentials to Meet the Requirements of the Program. Integral to the CAAT
program is the premise “Learning Occurs Best When Teachers Are Subject Matter Specialists”;
however, there is no provision for ensuring teachers are subject matter specialists. (Pet. pp.
24, 119.) The majority of teachers meaningfully interested in teaching at CAAT do not hold
single subject credentials or otherwise demonstrate subject matter specialization with the
exception of two proposed teachers with reading and literacy and one teacher with a single
subject credential in social science. It is unrealistic in light of the teacher shortage to anticipate
hiring subject matter specialists for each subject matter and this does not appear to exist with
the proposed teaching staff. (App. G.)
Element 3 – Measurable Pupil Outcomes
The Statute requires a petition to identify the measurable pupil outcomes to be used by the
charter school. “Pupil outcomes,” for purposes of this part, means the extent to which all
pupils of the charter school demonstrate that they have attained the skills, knowledge, and
attitudes specified as goals in the charter school’s educational program. Pupil outcomes
shall include outcomes that address increases in pupil academic achievement both
schoolwide and for all pupil subgroups served by the charter school, as that term is defined
in subdivision (a) of Section 52052. The pupil outcomes shall align with the state priorities,
as described in subdivision (d) of Section 52060, that apply for the grade levels served by
the charter school. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5)(B).)
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
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Broad goals are provided to measure pupil outcomes for State Assessments. The California
School Dashboard is changing to a growth model. State Assessment Data for the 2021-22
school year will be “status only” which will report only proficiency level as a new base level in
the growth model. The state assessment goals within the petition do not reflect the manner
in which the state will be reporting progress during the 2021-22 school year and beyond.
Facts to Support the Finding:
The Petitioners have revised the petition to satisfy concerns regarding this element.
Element 4 – Governance
The Statute requires a petition to identify the governance structure of the charter school,
including, but not limited to, the process to be followed by the charter school to ensure
parental involvement. This includes at a minimum (1) evidence of the charter school’s
incorporation as a non-profit public benefit corporation; (2) evidence that the organizational
and technical designs of the governance structure reflect a seriousness of purpose
necessary to ensure that the charter school will become and remain a viable enterprise;
and (3) evidence there will be active and effective representation of interested parties
including parents. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5)(D).)
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
The bylaws contained within the appendices of the petition fail to specify that Board meetings
are open to the public and that every person has the right to inspect any public record. Also,
the duties of officers and board are not clear. Article VII discusses the “Board of Directors”
while Article VIII discusses the “Officers of the Corporation.” It is not clear as to which is the
governing body of the charter school. Article VIII section one states “the officers of this
corporation shall be a President, a Secretary, and a Chief Financial Officer. The Corporation,
at the Board’s direction, may also have a Chair of the Board and a Vice-Chair” and then under
section 2 “any number of offices may be held by the same person, except that neither the
secretary nor the Chief Financial Officer may serve concurrently as the President or the Chair
of the Board.” Section 4 states that “each appointed officer shall have the title and authority…
and perform the duties specified in the bylaws or established by the Board.”
Overall, Articles VII and VIII suggest a comingling of a “Board” and “Officers of the
Corporation” that is unclear and fails to reasonably describe roles and responsibilities;
particularly as it relates to the Chair of the Board and President and seems to leave an option
to have either one or the other or both causing confusion as to the governance structure of
the charter entity and school.
Within the petition itself, the term “director” and “board” are seemingly used both in relation
to a Charter School Board of Directors and also a Public Schools Board of Directors, without
any clear distinction as to which is which in some cases. The incongruence between the bylaws
contained within the appendices and the narrative description in the petition provides a
confusing picture as to the governance structure of the charter school.
In addition, page 94 identifies that the “Board of Directors shall have at least five and no more
than seven members.” However, there is no indication of under what conditions a five, six, or
seven person board would be established or modified. The petition indicates that the four
founding members of the Corporation are slated to be initial Board members, along with a
representative from the chartering authority. The bylaws provide that any member of the
Board, with the exception of the representative from the chartering authority, may be
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removed at any time “with or without cause,” presenting a concern that the Board is
susceptible to volatility in its composition, membership, and leadership.
Of further concern is the lack of reference within the petition to an English Learner Advisory
Committee (ELAC) for parents, given the high percentage of English Learners anticipated to
attend the school. Failure to include an ELAC illustrates the Petitioners lack of understanding
of the importance of ensuring parents of English Learners have a voice within the charter
school’s governance and parent involvement system. This concern is mentioned in more detail
in section one of this report.
An additional concern is that the petition mentions all required codes, but does not necessarily
provide specificity in how they will be met. One example is regarding compliance with
Education Code 47604.1 requiring all charter schools to adhere to provisions of the Political
Reform Act. The Political Reform Act requires adoption of a conflict-of-interest code. While the
petition states on page 95 that the Conflict of Interest Code is attached as Appendix D, no
such Conflict of Interest Code is identified. Instead, Appendix D is the Bylaws of LinkEd Public
Schools and contains under Article VII section 24 the following:
“COMPLIANCE WITH CONFLICTS OF INTEREST LAWS. The Corporation and the
charter schools operated by the Corporation and the Board of Directors shall
comply with the Political Reform Act, Government Code Section 1090, et seq.,
as set forth in Education Code Section 47604.1 and Corporations Code conflicts
of interest rules, and which shall be updated with any charter school-specific
conflicts of interest laws or regulations.
This statement fails as an adopted Conflict of Interest Code. A Conflict of Interest Code must:
•
•
•

Provide reasonable assurance that all foreseeable potential conflict of interest situations
will be disclosed or prevented;
Provide to each affected person a clear and specific statement of his or her duties under
the conflict of interest code; and
Adequately differentiate between designated employees with different powers and
responsibilities.

Further, the adopted code must contain three components (Incorporation Section (Terms of
the Code), List of Designated Positions, and Detailed Disclosure Categories), none of which
are included in the petition or appendices. Given that a simple Google search on “conflict of
interest code California” returns a direct link to the California Fair Political Practices
Commission or a search on “Education Code 47604.1” provides a direct link to the California
Department of Education webpage to charter schools on the subject, this suggests that the
Petitioners have a concerning lack of understanding regarding the Conflict of Interest Code
and a demonstrable inability to comply with the law.
Facts to Support the Finding:
Petitioner made several changes to the bylaws, but they do not address previous findings of
fact. Instead, they appear to be attempts to violate integrity, transparency, and to conceal
hidden motives. This is evidenced by the following:
•

Article III has been revised to remove the following statement, “The Corporation is a
nonprofit public benefit corporation and is not organized for the private gain of any
person.” Removal of this language suggests that the Petitioners wish to leave open the
option that they may profit or achieve private gains through the petition.
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•

Article VII Section 5, entitled “Restriction on Board Authority,” states that “no person
serving on the Board of Directors may be interested persons.” The previous version of the
petition defined an interested person as “(a) any person currently being compensated by
the Corporation for services rendered to it within the previous 12 months, whether as a
full-time or part-time employee, independent contractor, or otherwise; and (b) any
brother, sister, ancestor, descendant, spouse, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, son-in-law,
daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, or father-in-law of such person.” The revised petition has
removed the “b” portion entirely, opening the way to nepotism within the structure of the
board authority.

•

Article VIII Section 12 has been revised to allow the Board to meet anywhere in California,
rather than the previous language of “within the physical boundaries of Kern County.” This
could possibly lead to Board meetings being held in places that would be generally
inaccessible to the parents of the students they intend to serve, allowing them to conduct
business far away from educational partners.

•

Throughout the revised bylaws, references to Education Code section 47604.1(c) have
been removed. This particular Education Code provides guidelines on where charter school
governing boards are required to meet.

•

Article VIII Section 14 has been revised to remove the requirement that “notice of the
agenda be posted physically in a location within the Charter School’s jurisdiction that can
be accessed at all times and on the Charter School’s website homepage with a prominent
and direct link.” Removal of this language further demonstrates the Petitioners desire to
be less transparent and make access to information about business dealings more difficult
to obtain. This is particularly concerning in light of the very large transactions Petitioners
plan to pursue (in excess of $1.5 mm.)

•

Article VIII Section 15 entitled Special Meetings has been removed all together and the
bylaws renumbered.

•

Article IX Section 1 has been revised to remove the following: “The Corporation shall not
enter into a contract or transaction in which a director directly or indirectly has a material
financial interest (nor shall the Corporation enter into any contract or transaction with any
other corporation, firm, association, or other entity in which one or more of the
Corporation’s directors are directors and have a material financial interest).” Removal of
this language implies that the Petitioners intend to utilize the CAAT Charter School petition
to contract with themselves, or other entities, in which they have direct or indirect financial
interest. This again raises the concern as to the scope of the nonprofit and its activities as
well as the liability created for the Charter School and authorizer by such activities.

•

Article XVI Section 2 has been revised to remove the provision that required, as part of
the annual report to all Directors, disclosure with respect to whether an “interested
person” has a direct or indirect material financial interest and was involved in a transaction
of more than $50,000. Given that one district representative would serve as Director this
would appear to be an attempt to hide from the District and subsequently the chartering
authority inappropriate funneling of money in excess of $50,000 to a Petitioner.

When reviewed in total, these changes to the bylaws demonstrate a complete shift in
transparency and accountability that would seemingly open the door for meetings to be
inaccessible to the public, make it easier for the Petitioners to take actions to achieve personal
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financial gain, and then subsequently attempt to hide that gain from the District and its
Governing Board.
What is further disturbing is that in an email sent from Joanna Kendrick dated April 7, 2022,
to the District Superintendent, she states the following:
Updates made to the CAAT charter petition will be noted in a separate document
outlining the changes made. I should be able to provide you with a redline
version, but don’t hold me to that yet, I need to double-check with the team.
The only subsequent “separate document” received was a brief letter dated June 1, 2022,
from David James, which outlines general changes made but fails to include any mention of
changes to the bylaws. In addition, no redline copy was received, making it more difficult and
less transparent to discover that changes to the bylaws were made. Finally, the bylaws in the
original petition were certified by the Secretary of LinkEd Public Schools, Matt Gutierrez, on
August 20, 2021. The revised Petition, and revised bylaws, contain the same certification with
the same date, providing further evidence leading to a conclusion that the Petitioners
attempted to conceal the above changes when re-submitting the Petition.
The Petition also contains a revision to the costs associated with retrofitting the property they
intend to operate at. The cost was increased from $100,000 to $1,900,000. With the above
bylaw changes, it is entirely possible that the Petitioners could contract with themselves or a
person related to themselves to perform the work. While the increased outlay for retrofitting
costs and the changes to the bylaws may not be related in any way, the inclusion of both
items within the revision appears suspect at the least.
Element 5 – Employee Qualifications
The Statute requires a petition to identify general qualifications for various categories of
employees the charter school anticipates, identify those positions that the charter school
regards as key in each category and specify the additional qualifications expected of
individuals assigned to those positions, and specify that all employment requirements set
forth in applicable provisions of law will be met including, but not limited to, credentials as
necessary. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5)(E).)
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
Qualifications listed for Principal do not include possession of an administrative credential or
certificate of eligibility, opting only for “administrative experience.” In addition, the Principal
job description states that the duties of Principal “may be delegated or contracted as approved
by the Board to… a parent volunteer (only in accordance with student and teacher
confidentiality rights) or to an appropriate third party provider” meaning that any individual
could serve in the capacity of principal at any time based on the whims of a majority of the
Board, a practice that is not educationally sound.
The Assistant Principal job description asserts that the Assistant Principal be more qualified
than the Principal. Page 105 indicates that the Assistant Principal must have “a valid California
Elementary Teaching Credential, or equivalent, with a record of high student achievement”
whereas the Principal, as stated on page 104 only requires a valid California teaching
credential. Additionally, the Assistant Principal job description prefers elementary and high
school experience “because Central Academy of Arts and Technology will serve grades TK12.” The Principal, however, does not require or prefer such specificity, experience, or
expertise, even though they will be leading the school. The Assistant Principal must possess
“maturity, humility, strong work ethic, sense of humor, and “roll-up-my-sleeves” attitude”
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while the Principal does not. Neither position lists any formal education or degree as required
or desired.
The petition fails to include any job description or qualifications for the following positions
identified within the Appendix G budget narrative: Special Education Teachers, Counselor,
Special Education Aide, School Secretary, Instructional Aides, Chef, Food Service, Custodian,
and Family Liaison. As such, the petition woefully fails to meet the requirements of Education
Code section 47605(c)(5)(E).
The recruitment plan identified within the petition relies on starting salary and unspecified
incentive structures to attract and retain staff. The petition identifies in Appendix G that
“CAAT estimates spending $7,000 per year per eligible employee in year one on health
insurance.” This amount will not cover even a Bronze level Covered California plan for a family
of four with an in network yearly deductible of $6,300 for individuals and $12,600 for families
as identified by CoveredCA.com. Health insurance is a critical draw for hiring and employee
retention. The lack of an appropriate amount for health coverage serves as a deterrent to
hiring and employee stability, making it highly unlikely that the charter school will be able to
attract or retain qualified staff, given that all surrounding school districts offer considerably
better health care options.
Further, all individuals are employed through contract with no return rights, no sick leave or
years of service transferable from another entity to the charter school. The petition states
credentialed employees will participate in retirement through the State Teacher Retirement
Service (STRS); however, all non-certificated employees will participate in the federal social
security system, which provides considerably less retirement benefits than the California
Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS) of which other local districts and school
participate. This makes it highly unlikely that the charter school will be able to attract or
retain qualified classified staff, given that all surrounding school districts offer considerably
better retirement options. In addition, sick leave, personal necessity, and overtime policies
are not included in the petition which also have an impact on employee attraction and
retention.
Lastly, the petition states all employees will be individually contracted and that the individual
contracts will address all aspects of compensation and benefits, without describing a policy or
procedure to prevent discriminatory hiring or compensation practices. The petition does not
have clear guidelines differentiating between employees and independent contractors, no
clear evaluation process, and no information on how mandated training related to
employment will occur and be documented.
Facts to Support the Finding:
The Petition does not contain a reasonably comprehensive description of the Charter School’s
employee qualifications, based on findings including the following:
•

Qualifications listed for Principal and Assistant Principal do not include possession of
an administrative credential or certificate of eligibility, opting only for “administrative
experience.” Absent a credential, the Principal is not positioned to evaluate teaching
staff which, by Education Code section 47605(l), are required to hold the appropriate
credential.

•

The Petition fails to include any job description or qualifications for the following
positions identified within the Appendix G budget narrative: Special Education
Teachers, Counselor, Special Education Aide, School Secretary, Instructional Aides,
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Chef, Food Service, Custodian, and Family Liaison. As such, the petition woefully fails
to meet the requirements of Education Code section 47605(c)(5)(E) and 47605(l).
•

The Petition now provides $10,000 per year per eligible employee in year one on health
insurance. While the Petitioners have increased the amount from the $7,000 previously
listed, this amount still pales in comparison to the contributions made by local school
districts for health care costs. Health insurance is a critical draw for hiring and
employee retention. The lack of an appropriate amount for health coverage will serves
as a deterrent to hiring and employee stability, making it highly unlikely that the
charter school will be able to attract or retain qualified staff given that all surrounding
school districts offer considerably better health care options.

•

The Petition fails to comply with Education Code section 47611.5(c) in that it does not
specify that it shall comply with those statutes and regulations governing public school
employers that establish and regulate tenure or a merit or civil service system nor, in
the alternative, the scope of representation for that charter school shall also include
discipline and dismissal of charter school employees.

•

The Petition continues to reference compensation based on performance related to test
scores (page 24) and parent satisfaction surveys. The Petition fails to provide a
comprehensive description of how this merit pay system will be applied and the
elements that would trigger a higher rate of compensation. The concept of merit pay
in education has long been fraught with problems, the least of which is that it creates
opportunity for fraud both by the teacher and the administration. Given that no
description or fraud protections are included within the Petition, and that the
Petitioners have revised their own bylaws to remove language that would prevent
nepotism and personal gain, the opportunity for discriminatory, preferential, and
fraudulent compensation schemes abound.

•

The Petition states all employees will be individually contracted and that the individual
contracts will address all aspects of compensation and benefits, without describing a
policy or procedure to prevent discriminatory hiring or compensation practices. The
Petition does not have clear guidelines differentiating between employees and
independent contractors, no clear evaluation process, and no information on how
mandated training related to employment will occur and be documented. In fact, the
Petition is devoid of policies of any kind or even a student or employee handbook.
Element 6 – Health and Safety

The Statute requires a petition to identify the procedures that the charter school will follow
to ensure the health and safety of students and staff. These procedures shall require all of
the following:
(i) That each employee of the charter school furnish the charter school with a criminal
record summary as described in Section 44237.
(ii) The development of a school safety plan, which shall include the safety topics listed in
subparagraphs (A) to (J), inclusive, of paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 32282.
(iii) That the school safety plan be reviewed and updated by March 1 of every year by the
charter school. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5)(F).)
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
The petition states on page 109, "a full draft (of procedures and policies) will be provided to
the District of review at least 30 days prior to operation or as otherwise agreed." Therefore,
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the petition fails to provide reasonably comprehensive procedures related to health and safety
protocols. Failure to include any mention of procedures and protocols related to COVID-19
demonstrates a lack of understanding of the number one concern related to schools
throughout the country at this time: protection of staff and pupils related to COVID-19.
Further, the lack of a COVID-19 Protection Plan demonstrates a lack of understanding of
workplace safety requirements as specified by Cal/OSHA. While 30 days prior to operation
may be sufficient enough time to review procedures and policies for appropriateness and to
identify possible deficiencies, the timeline is not sufficient to adjust concerns and deficiencies
timely prior to the start of operation. Thereby, there is a concern that this would delay the
start of operation and that CAAT would be vulnerable to workplace safety complaints and
lawsuits on the onset.
The petition does not address nursing or health-related services to pupils. The petition
identifies that CAAT will comply with medication in school requirements but provides no
procedures, policies or training in order to meet the requirements of the Education Code nor
does it identify staff that will engage in addressing pupil medical concerns. Similarly, the
petition does not include a plan for addressing blood-borne pathogens, and instead opts to
state one will be developed and that staff “should follow the latest medical protocol for
disinfecting procedures,” which is not identified anywhere in the petition.
The petition does not provide a reasonably comprehensive description of discrimination and
harassment policies and merely states, “The Charter School shall develop a comprehensive
policy to prevent and immediately remediate any concerns about discrimination or
harassment at the Charter school.” The petition lists required elements of Education Code
section 220 but fails to address immigration status, religious belief or any other elements in
accordance with Education Code section 234.7 and the California Attorney General’s required
items related to immigration enforcement. Further, the petition fails to identify, or make
reference to, reasonable procedures to address nondiscrimination and accommodation related
to lactation accommodation as required in Education Code sections 222, 222.5, and 46015.
Additionally, there is no mention of procedures related to Title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972. Lastly, there is no reference or identification to a Chief Compliance
Officer, 504 Coordinator, or Title IX Officer.
The petition also fails to identify a reasonably comprehensive description of procedures related
to bullying and cyberbullying prevention. The petition merely states on page 114 “The Charter
School shall adopt procedures for preventing acts of bullying, including cyberbullying.” There
is also no identified complaint process or Uniform Complaint Procedures as required in Title
V, California Code of Regulations section 4600 et seq.
Facts to Support the Finding:
The Petition continues to fail to provide a reasonably comprehensive description of this
element: There were no revisions identified by the Petitioners to address the above listed
findings of fact.
Element 7 – Racial and Ethnic Balance
The means by which the charter school will achieve a balance of racial and ethnic pupils,
special education pupils, and English learner pupils, including redesignated fluent English
proficient pupils, as defined by the evaluation rubrics in Section 52064.5, that is reflective
of the general population residing within the territorial jurisdiction of the school district to
which the charter petition is submitted. (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5)(G).)
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Original Facts to Support the Findings:
The petition relies on the attractiveness of its design (e.g. “CAAT’s commitment to supporting
each student individually encourages families from diverse and multicultural backgrounds
seeking a personalized education experience to apply to the Charter School”) to attract a
diverse population approximating the demographics of the District and describes
advertising/marketing materials. The petition fails to provide a reasonable comprehensive
description of how it will overcome transportation related barriers to enrollment in order to
achieve the racial and ethnic balance intended. Section two of this report identifies the
Petitioners demonstrated a lack of understanding of community, school and district
demographics and conditions, making racial and ethnic balance unlikely.
Facts to Support the Findings:
The Petition continues to fail to provide a reasonably comprehensive description of this
element: There were no revisions identified by the Petitioners to address the above listed
findings of fact.
The facts set forth in support of Findings 1 through 5, incorporated by this reference, identifies
the Petitioners’ demonstrated a lack of understanding of community, school and district
demographics and conditions, making racial and ethnic balance unlikely. As stated by
Petitioner at hearing, CAAT hopes to draw potential private school students, which does not
reflect an understanding of the District demographics or an intention to serve a student
population that reflects the District’s demographics.
Element 8 – Admissions Policies and Procedures
The Statute requires a petition to identify admission policies and procedures that are in
compliance with subdivision (e). (Ed. Code, § 47605(c)(5)(H).)
Original Facts to Support the Finding:
Petition identifies admission preferences in the case of a public random drawing given in the
following manner (page 118):
“1.
2.
3.
4.

Siblings of students admitted to or attending the Charter School
Children of Central Academy of Arts and Technology Employees
Residents of the District
Students who are currently enrolled at Longfellow Elementary School and students
who reside in the Longfellow Elementary School Attendance area (for purposes
of the SB 740 Charter School Facility Grant Program)
5. All other applicants”

The petition lists Longfellow Elementary for purposes of qualifying for the Charter School
Facility Grant Program, however the proposed charter school location is not located in the
Longfellow attendance area. The California State Treasurer’s webpage for the Charter School
Facility Grant Program contains a FAQ which states the following:
The charter school site for which grant funds are requested is physically located in the
attendance area of a public elementary school in which fifty-five percent (55%) or more of
the pupil enrollment is eligible for FRPM. The charter school gives preference in admissions to
pupils currently enrolled in that school and to pupils who reside in the elementary school
attendance area where the charter school is located, as determined by the local school district.
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Since CAAT is located in the Franklin attendance area and not the Longfellow attendance area,
the criteria for admission makes CAAT ineligible for SB 740 facility funds. To be eligible, the
school would have to identify Franklin as the school of preference. Failing to qualify for SB
740 Charter School Facility funds may thereby make the school unlikely to succeed, as CAAT
proposes to retrofit an existing building for its location.
Further, given that the preference of Longfellow pupils as enumerated by the Petitioners is
after every other resident of the school district in priority, the identification of Longfellow
appears neither to be for the purposes of attracting or drawing students from the Longfellow
area, but instead merely attempts to use the demographics and achievement levels of
Longfellow as a tokenized justification to the claim they wish to serve the impoverished
students of that community. This appears, on its face, disingenuous and would mean that
equal preference would be given to parents establishing residency based on employment as
to those residing within the District and the Longfellow area. This again implies the Petitioner’s
attempt to approximate, or even supplant, Downtown Elementary, and its unlikelihood of
meeting the racial balance required to operate programmatically.
Facts to Support the Finding:
The Petition does not contain a reasonably comprehensive description of the Charter School’s
admissions policies and procedures, based on findings including the following:
The Petition proposes the following admission preferences:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Siblings of students admitted to or attending the Charter School
Children of Central Academy of Arts and Technology Employees
Residents of the District
Students who are currently enrolled at Franklin and students who reside in the
Franklin Elementary School Attendance area (for purposes of the SB 740 Charter
School Facility Grant Program)
5. All other applicants
Although the Petition corrected its reference to Franklin as the school of preference in order
to qualify for SB 740 facility funds, Petitioners do not, in fact, give the requisite preference to
students that would otherwise attend Franklin. Given that the preference of Franklin pupils as
enumerated by the Petitioners is after every other resident of the school district is given
priority, the identification of Franklin appears neither to be for the purposes of attracting or
drawing students from the Franklin area, but instead continues to tokenize the students of a
particular school in order to qualify for facilities funding. This appears, on its face,
disingenuous and would mean that equal preference would be given to parents establishing
residency based on employment as to those residing within the District and the Franklin area.
This may well disqualify Petitioners for funds under the Charter School Facility Grant Program
which requires an actual preference for students attending the school that provides the charter
school with eligibility. As Petitioners rely upon these funds, this fiscal issue contributes to the
finding that Petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program (see
Findings 4 through 6, above).
Petitioner seeks to rely upon the Franklin demographics to qualify for funding while not only
failing to provide these students with priority admission but also stating the intention to enroll
private school students. This not only undermines the purpose intended for SB 740 funds but
undermines any stated intention to mirror the District’s demographics. It also evidences
Petitioner’s attempt to approximate, or even supplant, Downtown Elementary, given their
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similar location and enrollment procedures. The Petitioners thereby continue to demonstrate
they are unlikely to meet the racial balance required to operate without discrimination and to
serve a student population reflective of the District. Findings 1 through 5 are incorporated by
this reference and further support the Finding 6.
D. The Charter School is Demonstrably Unlikely to Serve the Interests of the
Entire Community in Which the School is Proposing to Locate. (Ed. Code, §
47605(c)(7).)
In determining whether petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to serve the interests of the
entire community in which the charter school is proposing to locate, the law requires
consideration of the fiscal impact of the proposed charter school on the District, and a written
factual finding shall detail specific facts and circumstances that analyze and consider the
following factors:
(A)

The extent to which the proposed charter school would substantially undermine
existing services, academic offerings, or programmatic offerings of the District; and

(B)

Whether the proposed charter school would duplicate a program currently offered
within the District and whether the existing program has sufficient capacity for the
pupils proposed to be served within reasonable proximity to where the charter school
intends to locate.

Finding 7: Petitioners Are Demonstrably Unlikely To Serve The Interests Of The
Entire Community In Which The Charter School Is Proposing To Locate
Facts to Support the Finding:
The location within .3 miles of Downtown Elementary. This, together with CAAT’s plan to
model their educational program on the Downtown school creates both educational and
fiscal problems. CAAT will: 1) undermine the existing Downtown Elementary which is a
highly successful school; and 2) impact enrollment at both schools. Under Education Code
section 47605(c)(7), the proposed charter school will (a) substantially undermine existing
services, academic offerings, or programmatic offerings currently available in the District
and at Downtown Elementary; and (b) will duplicate a the Downtown Elementary program
which is currently offered within the school district. This existing program has sufficient
capacity and is only .3 miles from where the Charter School intends to locate. As the facts
in the Report reflect, these criteria are met to demonstrate that the Charter School is
demonstrably unlikely to serve the interests of the entire community in which the school is
proposing to locate within the meaning of Education Code, § 47605(c)(7).). It should also
be noted that while the Charter School proposes a TK-12 program, the charter and budget
only reflect serving 75 students in grades 9-12 in years 2024-25 and beyond. As evidenced
in the original petition and the revised Petition, the key demographic are students that
would otherwise attend Downtown Elementary.
Findings 1 through 6 are incorporated herein and further support Finding 7.
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E. The Petition Does Not Contain The Requisite Number Of Signatures
In accordance with Education Code section 47605(a), a petition may be submitted to the
governing board of the school district for review after either of the following conditions is
met:
(A) The petition is signed by a number of parents or legal guardians of pupils that is
equivalent to at least one-half of the number of pupils that the charter school estimates will
enroll in the charter school for its first year of operation.
(B) The petition is signed by a number of teachers that is equivalent to at least onehalf of the number of teachers that the charter school estimates will be employed at the
charter school during its first year of operation.
Finding 8: The Petition Is Not Supported By the Requisite Signatures to Establish a
Charter School.
Facts to Support the Finding:
As set forth in Petitioner’s cover letter/certification signed by Lead Petitioner David James,
Petitioners state that they rely upon the teacher signatures to meet the requirements of
Education Code section 47605(a) which states in relevant part: “The petition is signed by a
number of teachers that is equivalent to at least one-half of the number of teachers that the
charter school estimates will be employed at the charter school during its first year of
operation.”
Petitioner does not identify the number of teachers equivalent to at least one-half of the
number of teachers they estimate will be employed at the charter school during its first year
of operation but review of the budget narrative for year one reflects that Petitioners will
require two teachers for each grade K through 8 in its first year. (App. F.) They also estimate
at least one teacher for TK in year one. (App. F.) This amounts to a total of 19 teachers in
year one, requiring at least 9 teacher signatures.
App. G sets out signatures of 9 teachers meaningfully interested in teaching at CAAT.
However, as noted in Finding 6 (Element 4 – Governance), the bylaws provide that no
individual serving on the board may be interested in or compensated by the Charter School.
(App. D, Section 5.) Founding Member Joanna Kendrick has signed on as meaningfully
interested in working as a teacher at CAAT (App. G), yet she is not eligible to serve as a
teacher to be employed at the Charter School based upon her role as a founding board
member. (App. D, Section 5.) This reduces the eligible signatures supporting the Petition to
8. As a result, the Petition is not supported by the requisite number of signatures necessary
for establishment of a charter school.
V.

RECOMMENDATION

In closing, this Bakersfield City School District staff review is a comprehensive undertaking
that involves multiple departments with expertise in the following areas: business and fiscal
aspects, legal and governance issues, family and community engagement, special education,
curriculum, instruction, assessment, English Language Learners, and Human Resources.
As stated in the original report, while many aspects of the CAAT program have merit, the
factual findings identified in this report provide concerns related to the soundness of the
educational program, the likelihood of successful implementation, and the comprehensiveness
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of program descriptions within the Petition, the underlying signature requirement, and the
impact of the proposed program on the community and existing District programs. In addition,
recent revisions made by the Petitioners have removed conflict of interest and fraud
protections. Given that the Petitioners chose to withdraw their original petition in order to
clarify and make improvements, and subsequently resubmitted the Petition with these
changes neither identified nor properly recertified, the approval of this Petition by any charter
approving authority would make the chartering authority complicit and liable for any
fraudulent activity, nepotism, and discriminatory compensation practices that could follow
from the removal of requisite protections.
Based upon Findings 1 through 8 set forth in Section IV, and the facts set forth in support of
each Finding, staff recommends that the Bakersfield City School District Board of Education
deny the Charter Petition to authorize the Central Academy of Arts and Technology (CAAT)
on the grounds:
•

The charter school presents an unsound educational program for the pupils
to be enrolled in the charter school;

•

The petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the
program presented in the Petition;

•

The Petition is not supported by the requisite number of teacher signatures;

•

The Petition does not provide a reasonably comprehensive description of all
required elements of a charter petition;

•

The proposed charter school is demonstrably unlikely to serve the interests
of the entire community in which the school is proposing to locate.

This Report does not exhaustively list every concern, error, omission or deficiency in the
Petition, but focuses on those believed to most greatly impact the Board’s decision on
whether to grant or deny the Petition.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the Petition be denied, and the Board adopt
the Findings in Support of Denial of this Staff Report as the Board’s written
findings in support of the denial.
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